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Synopsis

Plasma potential formation in an open-ended plasma

confinement system with RF plugging (the RFC-XX-M device) is

investigated. The plasma potential in the central confinement

region is measured with a heavy ion beam probe system and

potentials at the RF plug section are measured with multi-grid

energy analyzers. The measured plasma potential is compared with

that deduced from the generalized Pastukhov formula. Results

show that the plasma potential develops as an ambipolar potential

to equate ion and electron end losses. During RF plugging,

electrons are heated by Landau damping, while ions are not heated

since adiabatic conditions apply during ion plugging in this

experiment.
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$1. Introduction

Radio-Frequency (RF) plugging is one of several possible

means to suppress plasma loss along the magnetic field lines in

open ended plasma confinement systems. Experiments on RF

plugging1'2^ have been carried out on the RFC-XX-M device at the

Institute of Plasma Physics, Nagoya University. The physical

picture of RF plugging is as follows; an RF voltage applied on

RF plug electrodes generates strong RF electric fields in the

plasma by coupling with eigenmodes of a particular plasma wave

(the ion Bernstein wave in the present experiment), and the RF

electric field produces an RF plug potential, or ponderomotive

potential, which reflects charged particles into the confinement

region.

The RF plug potential for ions is expressed theoretically by

• 2 2 +

4m. (u -ai . ) 4m. (

in the ion cyclotron frequency range except in the vicinity of

the resonance, where q is the charge, m^ the ion mass, u the

angular frequency of applied RF field, u . the ion cyclotron

frequency, and E. and E. are the perpendicular and parallel

components of the RF electric field relative to the magnetic

lines of force, respectively. When the plugging RF field is

applied perpendicular to the magnetic lines of force by a pair of

long parallel plates, the parallel component of the RF electric

field is expected to be negligibly small compared with the

perpendicular one. On the other hand, ponderomotive potentials

also operate on electrons in terms of e E( /4m w , where me is
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the electron mass. Prom theoretical and experimental results3'4)

the wavenumbers of the excited ion Bernstein waves are estimated

to be k. « 4 x 10~2 - 1.5 x 10"^ cm"* and k. « 15 - 20 cm"1,

where k( and k̂  are the parallel and perpendicular components,

respectively. These values give E^E^ = k(/
kx " 2 * 10~3 ~ 1

x 10~2 which is sufficiently small to neglect the effects on

electrons of the ponderomotive potential due to parallel electric

fields, so that i|» is dominantly produced by E. and operates only

for ions.

Because of ion confinement by the RP plug potential it is

expected that plasma potential in the confinement region will

rise to a positive value which acts to confine electrons so as to

equate ion and electron losses. Clarifying the mechanism of the

potential formation in the confinement region is very important

to the understanding of plasma confinement in relation to

nonambipolar radial transport. In tandem mirror experiments5'6)

nonambipolar radial transport is driven by the central cell

potential. The nonambipolar radial loss is due to resonant

neoclassical transport in a non-axisymmetric magnetic field

configuration. In the RFC-XX-M device, the configuration is

completely axisymmetric, so that such nonambipolar radial loss is

expected to be quite small. Consequently, our attention is

directed to confirm whether or not the plasma potential in the

central region is consistent with theoretical predictions for

ambipolar loss processes.

The fundamental formula for the confinement time of ions

trapped by a combination of electrostatic and magnetic forces has

been generalized7»®) from the results of Pastukhov®) for

electrons trapped in the ambipolar field of a conventional mirror
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device. The generalized Pastukhov formula is useful for

estimating the plasma potential as a function of the plug barrier

height, assuming that ion end loss is equal to electron end loss.

In this paper, the plasma potential in the central

confinement region and the RF plug potential obtained

experimentally are compared with theoretical results predicted by

the generalized Pastukhov formula, and the mechanism of the

potential formation is discussed. In §2, the experimental setup

is shown. Diagnostic techniques which are especially important

for potential measurements are shown in S3. The experimental

results for RF plug potential, ion loss flux, ion and electron

temperatures, and plasma potential are described in §4. In §5,

experimental results are compared with theory, and the potential

formation mechanism is discussed. Our conclusions are summarized

in §6.

$2. Experimental Setup

Experiments have been carried out on the RFC-XX-M device.

The device has a linear, axisymmetric, MHD stable configulation

which is a simple mirror (central section) terminated by spindle

cusps as shown in Fig. 1. We refer to the left-hand cusp in Fig.

1 as LS cusp and to the right-hand cusp as LB cusp. In the line

cusp region, RF plugging is applied to suppress the end loss.

MHD stability is assured by the axisymmetric cusp-anchor. The

distance between the field-null points is 3 m and the radial

distance from the field-null to the maximum field position at the

line cusp is 0.8 m. The magnetic field strength in full

operation is 2.05 T at the line cusp, 3.9 T at the outer point

cusp, 0.35 T at the mirror midplane, and 0.97 T at the mirror
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throat.

The diameter of the vacuum vessel is 1 m for the straight

chamber in the central section and 2.5 m for the cusp chambers.

The total volume of the vacuum vessel is about 5.4 m^ and the

base pressure is of the order of 10"® Pa. The vacuum walls of

the central section and both line cusp chambers are titanium

gettered.

Plasmas are produced by RF power only. An initial target

plasma is produced by electron cyclotron resonance heating with

2.45 GHz microwaves in the cusp field-null region with hydrogen

gas puffing. After the partial decay of the plasma, a rotating

type-Ill antenna10) located at the mirror throat is excited by

two 0.4 MW RF oscillators (f = 7.0 MHz) coincident with hydrogen

gas fueling from a gas box. The rotating type-III antenna can

excite the wave with the m = -1 mode (left-hand rotating), m = +1

mode (right-hand rotating), or the m = ±1 mode (linearly

oscillating). In this experiment, the m = -1 mode is excited to

produce plasmas. The typical plasma parameters at the mirror

midplane are as follows: the electron density is ne = 2.4 x 10
1 2

cm"3; the ion temperature is T.Q = 100 eV with a high energy tail

corresponding to Tih = 550 eV; the electron temperature is Te =

20 - 40 eV; and the radial profile of the electron density is

almost flat within a 15 cm diameter.

The plasma diameter is limited by the gas box or a segmented

limiter installed near the mirror midplane, because the magnetic

flux tube which corresponds to inner diameter of the gas box just

fits within the inner diameter of the segmented limiter. In this

experiment, the gas box is grounded and the segmented limiter is

floated. As for the plasma boundary in the direction along the
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magnetic field, the plasma confinement region is definable as a

region between the maximum field positions at both line cusps.

Particles which escape from the confinement region spread out

along the magnetic lines of force and touch the grounded metal

end walls. The distance between the end wall and the outer edge

of the ring electrodes is 0.45 m and the magnetic field strength

at the end wall is less than 25 % of the maximum value at the

line cusp.

For RF plugging a pair of ring-shaped RF electrodes is

installed in each line cusp and connected to a 1 0 RF oscillator

(f = 24.5 MHz). The RF electrodes are electrically floated and a

balanced RF voltage is applied to them. The maximum RF voltage

is ±6 kV. The outer radius of the RF electrodes is 0.8 m, the

inner radius is 0.63 m, and the separation is 3 cm. The magnetic

field strength changes from 1.75 T to 2.05 T along the magnetic

lines of force under the RF electrodes. The local ion cyclotron

frequency under the RF electrodes is calculated with the mean

value of these two magnetic field strengths, 1.75 T and 2.05 T.

Since magnet coils are excited by 60 % current of the full

operation in most of the experiments, the mean magnetic field

strength under the RF electrodes is 1.14 T. So the frequency of

RF plugging is higher than the local ion cyclotron frequency

(17.4 MHz) corresponding to 1.14 T. In this experiment, we do

not apply RF plugging in the point cusps since the loss flux from

the point cusps is only a few percent of the line cusp loss.

$3. Diagnostic Techniques

3.1 Measurement of plasma potential
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Plasma potentials are measured by means of a heavy ion beam

probe (HIBP)11) and multi-grid energy analyzers (MGA). The HIBP

system is installed at the mirror midplane to measure radial

profiles of the plasma potential. As shown in Fig. 2, the HIBP

system has Wien-filter type guide electrodes to cancel the

Lorentz force, so that the required beam acceleration voltage is

as low as 20 kV. As a result, the error in the measured

potential can be decreased to about ±10 V.

MGA's are set up on the end wall at both line cusps. By

sweeping the ion retarding potential, we obtain the plasma

potential, the parallel ion temperature and the ion loss flux.

The plasma potential measured by MGA is the maximum value in the

spatial distribution of the potential from the region of plasma

production to the MGA position along the magnetic lines of

force. Comparing the MGA result with the HIBP result, we

conclude that the plasma potential measured with MGA gives

approximately the value at the mirror midplane. When RP plugging

is applied at one line cusp, the MGA placed at another line cusp

end gives the potential of the mirror plasma.

3.2 Measurement of RF plug potential

RF plug potentials are measured with MGA's placed at both

line cusp ends as shown in Fig. 3(a). The spatial distribution

of plasma potential along the magnetic lines of force is expected

to be almost flat in the confinement region and is terminated by

the grounded line cusp end walls as illustrated in Fig. 3(c).

When RF plugging is applied to the LS line cusp, an RF plug

potential +Lg is formed at the LS line cusp. In this case, the

MGA placed at the LS end wall measures a potential •.„ which is a
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sum of the plasma potential <(>.. and i|>TO, while the measured
M LJO

potential * L g for the LB side is the plasma potential $„.

Consequently, we can obtain iK „ from the difference «. o - *ID.

When RF plugging is applied to both line cusps, however, the

MGA's give *.„ and *,„ which are superpositions of iKg and

^LB o n *M' resPec'fcively, so that we can not separate
and i|>TD from *„. In this case, the plasma potential *„ is

measured with the HIBP system installed at the mirror midplane.

Subtracting $„ from *T<3 and 4>TD, we obtain the RF plug
M LJO LID

potential tf/.g and ^TB.

§4. Experimental Results

4.1 RF plug potential

The RF plug potential is measured for various magnetic field

strengths when RF plugging is applied at the LS line cusp. The

results are shown in Fig. 4, for the normalized density

(u ./u .) = 40. Value of the ion plasma frequency u . is

evaluated for the ion density under the RF electrodes and UJ . is
ci

the local ion cyclotron frequency under the electrodes. For the

measurements of Fig. 4, the RF voltage applied on the RF

electrodes of the LS side, VLS, is kept at 4 kV. The RF plug

potential, IPTRJ n as a maximum value of 500 V at OD/W . = 1.4. The

optimum frequency at which the RF plug potential has the maximum

value shifts to higher frequency as the normalized density is

increased. These optimum frequencies correspond to the eigen-

frequency of the ion Bernstein waves.4) The mode structure

across the plasma sheet has two nodes. This mode structure has

been observed*2) by means of a combined technique of beam probe
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and laser-induced fluorescence.

4.2 Ion loss flux

In the experiment of RF plugging at both line cusps, the

applied frequency is chosen to satisfy the relation shown in Fig.

4. The plugging RF voltage applied on the RF electrodes at the

LS line cusp, VLS, is higher than that at the LB line cusp, V^,

by a factor of 1.3, so that the abscissa is composed of two

scales. Ion densities at both line cusps are adjusted to be

equal when RF plugging is not applied. Under the optimum

condition of a>/u> . = 1.4 and (u ./u .) = 46, the ion loss flux,

the ion temperature, the electron temperature, the plasma

potential at the mirror midplane, and 4.g and «,B are measured.

The ion loss flux is measured with multi-grid energy analyzers

placed on the line cusp end wall. In Fig. 5, the ion loss flux

to the LS cusp, r(Lg, and that to the LB line cusp, r|LB, are

plotted as functions of the plugging RF voltage. For the maximum

RF voltage, the ion loss fluxes decrease to about 10 % at the LS

line cusp and to 30 % at the LB line cusp. The difference of

these values is due to the difference of VLS and VLB.

4.3 Ion and electron temperatures

Energy analysis of escaping ions gives the parallel ion

temperature in the direction along the magnetic field lines. As

mentioned in S2, the ion temperature of the bulk plasma is 100 eV

and that of high energy tail is about 550 eV. During strong RF

plugging, the low energy ions are reflected into the confinement

region and the escaping ions consist of the high energy component

only. In Fig. 6, the ion temperatures of the high energy

component at the LS and the LB line cusps, T. |Lg and T. „„,
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are plotted as functions of the plugging RF voltage. It is

clearly seen from Fig. 6 that T.(Lg and T.BLB do not change even

when strong RF voltage is applied. At the LS line cusp, the ion

loss current during strong RF plugging is only 1/3 compared with

the LB side, so that the signal-to-noise ratio is insufficient to

obtian the ion temperature. Electron energy analysis with MGA's

gives the parallel electron temperature T „ of the escaping

plasma. Without RF plugging, T . ranges from 30 to 40 eV. These

values are consistent with laser Thomson scattering measurements.

As the plugging RF voltage increases, T . measured at the LB line

cusp increases as shown in Fig. 7. During strong RF plugging,

T n reaches about 130 eV.

4.4 Plasma potential at the mirror midplane and RF plug potential

Figure 5 shows that the RF plugging effect at both line

cusps is asymmetric, because the plugging RF voltage at the LS

line cusp is higher than that at the LB line cusp. Under these

plugging conditions, measurements of *.„ and *.„ have been

carried out at both line cusps. The plasma potential at the

mirror midplane is measured simultaneously with the HIBP system.

These values are plotted with solid curves in Fig. 8 against the

plugging RF voltage. Without RF plugging, «Lg, *LB and $M are

almost equal at 220 V. As the plugging RF voltage increases,

*LS' *LB and *M increase to 1 1 0 ° v> 840 v> and 550 v>
respectively. The RF plug potentials are therefore ^.g =

*LS ~ *M * 5 5 0 V a n d '''LB = *LB " *M = 2 9 0 V f o r VLS = 5"2 k V a n d

V m * 4.0 kV. As mentioned before, i|*Lg is larger than +iB-

For the non-optimum condition where w/u . =0.89 and

(w ./w .) • 25, *TQ and * L B increase only about 100 V as VLS and
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^LB increase to 5.1 kV and 3.9 kV, respectively. <!>„ increases

also slightly. This indicates that an RF plug potential is not

produced when the applied frequency is chosen to be different

from the optimum frequency, and consequently the plasma potential

is not affected.

Replotting the data of Fig. 8, we obtain the relation

between the plasma potential and the RF plug potential for the

optimum condition as shown in Fig. 9. As i|>T „ increases to 450

V, <|>u increases from 200 V to 630 V.

4.5 Radial profile of plasma potential

The HIBP system measures the spatial distribution of plasma

potential on the cross-sectional area at the mirror midplane.

Figure 10 shows radial profiles of the plasma potential with RF

plugging and without RF plugging. RF plugging is applied with

VLg = 4.4 kV and VLB = 4.1 kV under the optimum condition where

u/io . = 1.4 and (wI)j/
t'1cj)

 = 46« F o r both cases, the plasma

potential profiles are almost flat within 14 cm in diameter. The

value of $,, is 190 V without RF plugging and about 650 V during

RF plugging. Thus all electrons at various radii feel the same

positive potential.

§5. Discussion

There are many energy loss channels in open-ended

confinement systems, such as end loss, radial loss, charge

exchange loss, radiation loss, and so on. Energy flows for those

channels were observed1"*) on the RFC-XX device, which had a

central section with uniform magnetic field and a target plasma

that was injected from an external source. In that experiment,
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the dominant energy loss channels were end loss from the line

cusps and charge exchange loss in the central section. In the

RFC-XX-M device, the diameter of the vacuum chamber in the

central section was enlarged by 2.5 times and most of the vacuum

chamber wall was titanium gettered, so that the neutral hydrogen

density in the plasma was decreased14^ to 1 x 1010 cm"3 in the

central section. Therefore, it was concluded that the main

energy loss channel in RFC-XX-M is end loss from the line

cusps. In open-ended systems, particle and energy confinement

are closely related because each lost particle carries off with

it the energy corresponding to the plug potential plus the

particle temperature. Particle confinement times then exceed

energy confinement times by a factor of 1 + 6, where 6 is the

ratio of the plug potential to the particle temperature.

Therefore it is quite reasonable to say that particle end loss

from the line cusps is also dominant in RFC-XX-M. As shown in

Fig. 3(b), the magnetic field profile along an off-axis field

line shows a long axisymmetric mirror configuration which is

bounded between two maximum field points at both line cusps. A

non-adiabatic region including the cusp field-null points is

limited to a very slender cylinder (r ~ 1 cm) in the central

section. Consequently, most of the plasma is confined in the

adiabatic confinement region which is illustrated by hatch in

Fig. 3(a). This particle confinement can be discussed by the

generalized Pastukhov formula.7)

The particle confinement time for ions is given by

G(JL, *
L"'A exP( *

L " *A )/!( !L_, (2)
T2 T±
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and for electrons, by

— *A f A *eL - -^- T G(R) — 2 - exp(—^-)/I(—e-) , (3)
4 Te Te *A

where T.. is the ion-ion collision time, T the electron-

electron collision time, R the mirror ratio, *T the potential
Li

measured with MGA at the line cusps, and <j>. the potential in the

central section. The functions G and I are given by

G(y) = t(2y + l)/2y]ln(4y + 2) , (4)

and
2

I(x) H (1 + -^)/(l + -£-) . (5)
2 4

The ambipolar potential in the central section develops to equate

ion and electron losses. In these cases t, is evaluated by

setting eq.(2) equal to eq.(3). By comparing the <(>. obtained

thereby with $„ measured with the HIBP system, we can discuss the

mechanism of particle confinement along the magnetic field.

As is clear from Fig. 8, 4>T o = 550 V and <PrD = 290 V for VT o

= 5.2 kV and V L B = 4.0 kV. The difference is due to the

difference of V L S and VLB. As a result, the ion loss flux from

the LB line cusp is about 3 times as large as that from the LS

line cusp, i.e., the ion confinement is limited by the RF plug

potential on the LB side which is lower than that on the LS

side. Thereforet substituting the measured quantities such

as *T BI
 T I I L B ' Tel a n d ne a* t n e L B l i n e cusp into eqs.(2) and

(3), we obtain $. for a wide range of plasma parameters including

the case of no RF plugging. The mirror ratio used here is 6

which is the ratio of the magnetic field strength at the line
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cusp to that at the mirror midplane. These values of $. are

compared with <f>__ measured with the HIBP system for the

corresponding shots in Fig. 11. The triangles denote the case

where RF plugging is not applied and the plasma parameters are

varied by changing the plasma production RF power. The solid

circles are obtained by changing the plugging RF voltage. All

the points are in agreement with the solid line which shows the

relation: <(>.. = <)>.. This means that $„ is equal to the ambipolar

potential which develops to equate ion and electron losses along

the magnetic lines of force. Under strong RF plugging

conditions, *.„ and *.„ exceed 1 kV, and the RF plug potentials

reach about 500 V as shown in Fig. 8. Even in such cases,

<j>M agrees with $. and there is no indication that the strong

potential at the line cusps is accompanied by nonambipolar radial

particle loss. If strong ion radial losses were induced by an

increase in the plugging RF voltage, the solid circles would be

shifted down from the solid line.

A comparison between <j>M and <J>. is also done in Fig. 9. In

this figure, K's calculated from eqs.(2) and (3) are shown by

broken lines as functions of iKB for various electron

temperatures. The electron temperature increases from 35 eV to

130 eV with increasing i g , so that the experimental points are

bounded by two broken lines corresponding to T ( = 30 eV and 130

eV.

Next, the mechanism of electron heating by the plugging RF

field will be discussed. As shown in Fig. 7, the change in the

electron temperature is almost proportional to the square of the

plugging RF voltage. There are several mechanisms to explain the

electron heating. One is energy exchange between ions and
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electrons. Since the ion temperature is much higher than

electron temperature, electrons are able to gain energy from ions

through collisions. The heating power to electrons by collisions

is much smaller than the electron loss power which is predicted

by the generalized Pastukhov formula for the electron energy

confinement time. The second possible mechanism is Landau

damping of the waves. The RF electrodes excite ion Bernstein

waves, the wavelengths of which are longer than 2L, where L is

the length of the RF electrodes. However, ̂ -spectrum of the RF

electric field induced in vacuum shows that the electrodes can

also excite waves with shorter wavelengths: around 2L and less

than 2L. Assuming the spatial distribution of E.(r) is uniform

within the electrode region and zero out of it, we calculated

its k.- spectrum by Fourier transformation E.(k..) and E. by

3,(^5 = E, (kB )k||/ki, where k±p1 = 3TT/2 is used
12) and P 1 is the

ion Larmor radius corresponding to 550 eV. Then power absorbed

by electron Landau damping is calculated for each kj, which is

integrated to give electron heating power PLD by the RF field.

In the calculation, E. is assumed to be 3.0 kV'cm"1 which is a

measured value12) for the eigenmode of the ion Bernstein wave.

Then PLD is calculated to be about 40 kW using ne = 5 x 10
1 0

cm""3, Te. = 130 eV and the heating volume of 9 x 10
3 cm3. This

result may be an overestimate because the amplitudes of shorter

wavelength waves may be smaller than that of the eigenmode. So

it is reasonable to use the electric field (1.1 kV'cnT1) measured

for non-optimum condition1 '. In this case, we obtain PLQ = 7

kW. This value is consistent with the electron loss power. From

these discussions, it is concluded that the electron heating

observed at the line cusp end walls is due to Landau damping of
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short-wavelength waves excited by the RF electrodes.

Finally we discuss adiabaticity in RF plugging. In small-

size devices, RF plugging is always accompanied by effective ion

heating.15^ Ions are reflected from the plug region to the

confinement region with considerable energy gain. RF plugging

under these conditions is nonadiabatic. In RFC-XX-M, ions

consist of two components in temperature, 100 eV and 550 eV, as

mentioned in the preceding section. For strong RF plugging, the

ion loss current from the line cusp contains only the high

temperature component. Ions of the low temperature component are

completely reflected. As for the ions of the high temperature

component, the temperature does not increase, even though the

maximum plugging RF voltage is applied, as shown in Fig. 6. This

means that RF plugging for high energy ions with 500 - 600 eV is

still adiabatic. This is consistent with a theoretical

calculation by Watanabe et al.16) On the other hand, during RF

plugging we observe an increase of the diamagnetic loop signal at

the mirror midplane. The increment depends on the density

increase in the central section, as well as ion heating. A

portion of the ion heating comes from the ion cyclotron resonance

heating of the low temperature ions by the rotating type-III

antenna, because the confinement time of the low temperature ions

becomes longer due to RF plugging and these ions pass through the

antenna region many times.

S6. Conclusion

Plasma potential formation in the central confinement region

was investigated in the RFC-XX-M device, which has a linear,

axisymmetric, MHD stable magnetic configuration with RF plugging.
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It is concluded that the plasma potential in the central section

develops as an ambipolar potential to equate ion and electron end

losses along the magnetic lines of force. This fact is confirmed

by comparison between experimental results and theoretical ones

for a wide range of the RF plug potential. This also indicates

that the strong potential produced at the line cusps is not

accompanied by appreciable nonambipolar radial loss. In this

potential configuration, ions are confined by the RF plug

potential and electrons are confined by the ambipo^pr potential.

Electron heating by the plugging RF fields has been observed

and the mechanism is explained by Landau damping of short-

wavelength waves excited by the RF electrodes.

We also conclude that ions do not gain energy from the

plugging RF fields; that is to say, RF plugging in RFC-XX-M is

adiabatic.
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Fig. 11. $„ measured with HIBP system is compared

with *A obtained by eqs. (2) and (3). The triangles

denote the case where RF plugging is not applied. The

solid circles are obtained by changing the plugging RF

voltage. The solid line shows <(>, = $ .


